Celebrating Ten Years of the Technology Innovation Award

The NJLA College and University Section Technology Innovation Award honors a librarian or group of librarians for innovative use and application of technology in a New Jersey academic library. The purpose of the award is to recognize distinguished leadership in developing new technologies for academic libraries. The following lists the New Jersey librarians, their projects, and Project Teams, including the nominees and winners of the Award since its beginning in 2002.

2012

- **Winner:** “RUanalytic: Video annotation tool: enabling learning, transforming scholarly publication - led by Chad M. Mills, Rutgers Digital Library Architect, Grace Agnew, Associate University Librarian for Digital Library Systems and Yang Yu, Rutgers Library Database Architect

- “Creating a Library Community in Blackboard Project” – Steve Shapiro and Shunfa Li (Montclair University)

- “Embedding LibGuides into SOCS Project” – Sharon Whitfield and John T. Oliver (The College of New Jersey)

- “The Implementation and Application of CORAL: An Open Source ERM System Project” - Yongming Wang and Jia Mi (The College of New Jersey)

- “Going Mobile Project” - Jenny Pierce and Yingting Zhang, UMDNJ University Libraries.

2011

- **Winner:** “NJVid Commercial Video Collection - a multi-institutional statewide effort to bring licensed educational streaming video content to VALE academic library consortia members, led by: Sandra Miller, Co-Principal Investigator, NJVid IMLS Grant (William Paterson U.); Grace Agnew, Co-Principal Investigator, NJVid IMLS Grant (Rutgers U.); Sujay Daniel, NJVid Manager, NJEDge Senior Information System Architect; and Jane Hutchison, Chair, VALE Digital Media Committee (William Paterson U.)

- “Sidney Mobile and QR Library Codes Project” by Patricia Denholm, Dean of the Library, and Yolanda Sheppard, Technical Assistant, Sidney Silverman Library, Bergen Community College.

2004

- **Winner:** “FEDORA: A Framework for Creating a Digital Library Repository - Ronald Jantz and the FEDORA Implementation Team, Rutgers University Libraries.

- **Winner:** “Library Inventory System using PDA/Palm Scanner” - Edith Sirianni, Sidney Silverman Library, Bergen County Community College.

- “The Information Commons Learning Environment” - David Murray and the Information Commons Team (Brookdale CC).

- “An Inexpensive Way to Start Electronic Reserves Service” - Alfred Fry, Camden County Community College.

2003

- **Winner:** “Using Open Source Software (OSS) in library applications” - Edward Corrado, System Administrator, Rider University Libraries.

- “Using Plan9 and Inferno Operating Systems in Libraries” - Brian Hancock, Rutgers Univ.

- “The NJIT electronic thesis and dissertations project” - Richard Sweeney, James Robertson, Matthew Brown, NJIT.

2002

- **Winner:** “Information Literacy in the Wired University” - Xueming Bao, Beth S. Bloom, Marta Mestrovic Deyrup, and Sr. Anita Talar, Seton Hall University.

- “The NJIT electronic thesis and dissertations project” - Jim Robertson, NJIT


- “Working with XML and electronic texts” - Brian Hancock of Center for Electronic Text in the Humanities (CETH) at Rutgers University.

2005

- **Winner:** “Next-Gen Integrated Library Systems - James Robertson, New Jersey Institute of Technology.

- “The VALE Virtual Reference Project using QandAnj” - Jane Crocker and the VALE Reference Committee.

- “Integrating the Library into the William Paterson campus portal using SCT Luminis” - Kurt Wagner, WPUNJ.

2004

- **Winner:** “Library Inventory System using PDA/Palm Scanner” - Edith Sirianni, Sidney Silverman Library, Bergen County Community College.

- **Winner:** “FEDORA: A Framework for Creating a Digital Library Repository - Ronald Jantz and the FEDORA Implementation Team, Rutgers University Libraries.

- “The Information Commons Learning Environment” - David Murray and the Information Commons Team (Brookdale CC).

- “An Inexpensive Way to Start Electronic Reserves Service” - Alfred Fry, Camden County Community College.

2003

- **Winner:** “Using Open Source Software (OSS) in library applications” - Edward Corrado, System Administrator, Rider University Libraries.

- “Using Plan9 and Inferno Operating Systems in Libraries” - Brian Hancock, Rutgers Univ.

- “The NJIT electronic thesis and dissertations project” - Richard Sweeney, James Robertson, Matthew Brown, NJIT.

2002

- **Winner:** “Information Literacy in the Wired University” - Xueming Bao, Beth S. Bloom, Marta Mestrovic Deyrup, and Sr. Anita Talar, Seton Hall University.

- “The NJIT electronic thesis and dissertations project” - Jim Robertson, NJIT


- “Working with XML and electronic texts” - Brian Hancock of Center for Electronic Text in the Humanities (CETH) at Rutgers University.

Technology Committee
Matthew Brown, NJIT
Regina Cannizzaro, County College of Morris
Margaret Deng, Union County College
Linda Silverstein, Monmouth Univ
Linda Langschied, Rutgers Univ.
Ray Schwartz, Chair - WPUNJ.
Denise O’Shea, Montclair Univ.
Richard Stern, Seton Hall Univ.
Rong Wang, Bergen CC

http://cus.njla.org/content/technology
2008

**Winners:** "Rutgers Library Toolbar" by Choong Hoong Liew, Web Designer; and Mei Ling Lo, Math/Computer Science Librarian at Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey.

2006

**Winner:** "Integrating RSS Feeds of New Library Acquisitions into a Course Management System" by Edward Corrado, Heather Moulaison, and Eric Thul, The College of New Jersey.

2007

**Winners:** "Creating New Library Spaces" by Marie Konyne Saimbert, UMDNJ, for her projects that integrate new technologies in instruction of medical information literacy in nursing and pharmacology.

"Virtual Media Center" by Brian Richards, Middlesex County College, and the VALE Digital Media Committee on their work in developing the prototype of a "Virtual Media Center" with the Films Media Group and NJEdge.

"RUetd, the Rutgers University Electronic Theses and Dissertations" by Ann Montanaro, the Films Media Group and NJEdge.

"RUetd, the Rutgers University Electronic Theses and Dissertations" by Ann Montanaro, Head of Library Systems, and Shaun Ellis, Web Applications Programmer for the RUetd team.

"Research Collections and Preservation Consortium (ReCAP)" by Eileen Henthorne and the ReCAP staff on developing innovative materials processing and document delivery systems for off-site repositories.

"Digital Scholarship—Access for All: Two Prototypes for a Low-Cost, Scalable Digital Repository" by Maura Kenny for the team of librarians and instructional technologists at Seton Hall University.

2009

**Winners:** "Cheng Library Information-on-Demand Project" - Kurt Wagner, Coordination & Project Management, James DeRose - System Administration, Application Development: Tony Joachim, Mark Sandford, and Raymond Schwartz at William Paterson University.


"The Humanities Data Grid at Montclair State University" by Brian Hancock, Systems Librarian, Montclair State University Library.

"Rutgers University Nursing Information Literacy Tutorial" - Jackie Mardikian, Medical and Pharmaceutical Sciences Librarian, Library of Science and Medicine, John Maxymuk, Nursing and Science Librarian, Paul Robeson Library, Ann Watkins, Life and Health Sciences Librarian, Dana, and the Members of the Rutgers University Libraries Instructional Services Committee.

2010

**Winners:** "Access in the Stacks - a remote reference touchscreen system, by Gary Golden and John Gibson, Rutgers University Libraries, Camden

"Online Video Tutorials Project" by Mary Ann Trail and David Lechner, Richard Stockton College Library.


"Integrals Search Tool" by Min Song – Assistant Professor, Information Systems Department; and Ann Hoang – Assistant University Librarian, Robert W. Van Houten Library, NJIT.

2011

"Online Information Literacy Tutorials - Sharon Yang, Systems Librarian, Rider University Libraries.


"Building the Virtual Library in Second Life" - Craig Anderson, Reference Librarian, Nancy Thompson Library, Kean University.

"eCRC Online Library Projects at the ADP Center for Teacher Preparation and Learning Technologies, Montclair State University" by Joe Russo, Curriculum Resource Center Coordinator, ADP Center for Teacher Preparation and Learning Technologies, Montclair State University."